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ABSTRACT
Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia (CPVT) 
 is a severe cardiac arrhythmogenic hereditary illness, which 
aff ects children and young adults with a structurally healthy 
heart.  Its prevalence is of one case in 10 thousand inhabitants. 
It is a potentially fatal illness, part of the diff erential diagnosis of 
syncope in children. The present study has the purpose of relating 
the case of a child that, during the investigation of convulsive 
syncope, presented sudden death aborted due to CPVT and to 
describe the diagnosis diffi  culties of the case, comparing with 
data from the literature.

KEYWORDS: Ventricular tachycardia; Cardiac sudden death; 
Tachycardia.

RESUMO 
A taquicardia ventricular polimórfi ca catecolaminérgica (TVPC) 
é uma doença cardíaca arritmogênica grave, hereditária, que 
acomete crianças e adultos jovens com coração estruturalmente 
normal. Sua prevalência é de um caso em 10 mil habitantes. É 
uma doença potencialmente fatal, que faz parte dos diagnósticos 
diferenciais de síncope em criança. O presente trabalho tem como 
objetivo relatar o caso de uma criança que, durante investigação 
de síncope convulsiva, apresentou morte súbita abortada devido à 
TVPC e abordar as difi culdades diagnósticas do caso, comparando 
com dados da literatura.

PALAVRAS-CHAVE: Taquicardia ventricular; Morte súbita 
cardíaca; Taquicardia.
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INTRODUCTION 

Catecholaminergic Polymorphic Ventricular Tachycardia 
(CPVT) is a severe cardiac arrhythmogenic hereditary illness 
that affects children and young adults with a structurally 
healthy heart. It presents clinically as syncope, convulsive 
syncope or, in up to 30% of the cases, sudden death, in 
situations of physical distress or high emotions 1,2.

The possibility of CPVT must be taken into consideration 
when there is polymorphic adrenally-induced ventricular 
tachycardia, in the absence of any other cardiac structural or 
electric anormality3,4. Exams such as holter and, mainly, an 
ergometric test may consolidate the diagnosis hypothesis, 
since, when performing physical effort or going through 
situations of emotional distress the electrocardiogram may 
show polymorphic ventricular extra-systoles or even evoke 
ventricular tachycardia 5,6.

The diagnosis confirmation is done according to a genetic 
profile. The main gene involved is the dominant RyR2, a 
receptor of cardiac ryanodine, in approximately 60% of the 
cases3,6-8. However, other genes, such as autosomal recessive 
CASQ2, which codifies the cardiac calsequestrineque, among 
other less frequent, have already been confirmed as causers 
of the desease4.

The prevalence of CPVT is of one case in every 10 
thousand inhabitants and, although it is not so rare, it is an 
under-diagnosed illness due to a series of factors4. One of 
the causes of under-diagnosis is its presentation as syncope 
or convulsive syncope, which leads, many times, to a wrong 
primary diagnosis of vasovagal syncope or epilepsy8; another 
cause of under-diagnosis is due to the structurally healthy 
heart that, adding to the lack of knowledge of the disease, 
makes the cardiac pathology be discarded at the beginning 
of the investigation. Still, the genetic profile study for the 
confirmation of the diagnosis is not always accessible 3.

CPVT treatment is performed with behavioral measures, 
such as restraining intense physical activities and avoiding 
situations of strong emotions, in association to medicament 
therapy with beta-blockers as the first choice of pharmaceutical 
treatment, with the control of the disease in two thirds of 
the cases2,4, and flecainide, antiarrhythmic from I-C class, 
not commercially available in Brazil, for the non-responders 
or intolerant to betablocking9. For refractory patients to the 
medicament therapy, there is still the option of left sympathetic 
denervation to diminish the CPVT and implantable cardiac 
defibrillators for the prevention of sudden death 5. 

With that said, the purpose of this article was to 
contribute to the medical literature when presenting a case 
of sudden death aborted by CPVT in a child, with the 
diagnosis being difficult since exams of higher diagnostic 
accuracy were standard, aiming at a better understanding 
of the theme. 

CASE REPORT 

Patient GNA, male gender, Caucasian, brought by 
his mother for the first consultation four years ago, when 
presenting nine years of age, complaining of convulsive 
syncope in high emotional distress, physical exercises or pain. 
He had already been examined by a neuro pediatrician that, 
after the investigation, referred him to Cardiology. No other 
complains or comorbidity was mentioned, and no positive 
data on the family history was brought up.  

For the initial investigation of the case, the following 
exams were performed: electrocardiogram, 24h holter, tilt-
table-test, and maximum ergometric test. All the exams were 
within normal; however, the patient continued symptomatic. 
Then, the patient was submitted to the placement of an 
implantable looper, which showed an episode of sinusal pause 
during syncope, in a stressful situation due to traumatic pain. 

The initial diagnosis was of vasovagal syncope, although 
the tilt-table-test was normal. It was chosen to maintain the 
implantable looper due to the exuberant clinical situation 
of the patient, which showed respiratory failure and cardiac 
arrest while performing physical activity. It was performed 
CPR, with the reversion of sudden death and the implantable 
looper identified polymorphic ventricular tachycardia.  

Then, an invasive electrophysiological study was 
performed with endovenous isoprenaline and progressive 
ventricular stimulation; however, no tachyarrhythmia was 
induced. After this episode, as secondary prevention against 
sudden death, an implantable unicameral ventricular cardio 
defibrillator (ICD) was placed. 

The genetic profile study was performed, which showed 
a mutation in the RyR2 gene, confirming the diagnosis, 
starting the clinical treatment of beta-blocker, 40 mg of 
propranolol twice a day, not tolerating higher doses due to 
symptomatic hypotension. 

Due to the intense anxiety of the patient, he performed 
many episodes of CPVT, followed by appropriate shocks 
of ICD, even with the use of beta-blocker. Reviewing 
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the literature, it was possible to notice that some cases of 
CPVT are refractory regarding the use of beta-blocker, 
indicating associating flecainide for the control of the 
disease. However, this antiarrhythmic medication is not 
commercialized in Brazil and, after judicial litigation, the 
patient started using 50 mg of flecainide twice a day and 
the propranolol was suspended, having clinical control of 
the appropriate therapies of ICD, remaining nowadays for 
24 months without episodes of CPVT.  

DISCUSSION 

The CPVT is an arrhythmogenic hereditary potentially 
fatal illness, with mortality rate from 30% to 50% until 30 
years of age in non-treated patients, highlighting the need 
of early diagnosis1,3,5,10. Due to the advanced age of its 
presentation, generally between seven and 12 years of age, 
and due to the patients having hearts without structural 
alterations, many receive the wrong diagnosis of orthostatic 
dysregulation or epilepsy, delaying, this way, the treatment 
for CPVT5,11,12.

After the clinical suspicion of CPVT, non-invasive 
exams are performed by confirming the diagnosis 
hypothesis. The resting electrocardiogram is normal, 
just like the echocardiogram. In most cases, during the 
Holter test or, mainly, with effort during the ergometric 
test, polymorphic or bidirectional ventricular tachycardia 
is highlighted, when the patient goes through physical or 
emotional distress, ratifying the hypothesis diagnosis of 
CPVT When the effort test is stopped, the arrhythmias 
gradually disappear5,10,11,13. 

In the majority of the cases in which the non-invasive 
exams showed no alterations, the invasive electrophysiological 
exam may be performed in order to complement diagnosis, 
which highlights ventricular tachycardia with isoproterenol 
stimulation, sympathomimetic medication with mainly acts 
as beta-agonist, in 30 to 75% of the cases 11.

Diagnostic confirmation is performed through genetic 
study. Mutations in the gene that codifies the cardiac receptor 
of ryanodine, RyR2, are the most common alterations in 
CPVT, being present in approximately 60% of the cases. 
These mutations enhance the spontaneous diastolic liberation 
of calcium from the sarcoplasmic reticulum, mainly the 
presence of catecholamines, predisposing, therefore, ventricular 
tachycardia. In physiological situations, calcium should be 

removed from the intracellular medium in diastole by the 
exchange of calcium through the adenosine triphosphate 
(ATP) pump 2-4,6-8,13. 

Besides the alteration in the dominant autossomic 
gene  RyR2, the CPVT may also have a rarer genetic 
mutation, as in the case of  CASQ2 gene, which codifies 
the cardiac casequestrine and is of autossomic recessive 
inheritance. It is the second genetic variant of the disease, 
responsible for less than 5% of the cases.  CASQ2 gene 
is responsible for the calcium recaptation for the sarcoplasmic 
reticulum during diastole. Mutations in the gene diminish 
the calcium recaptation, mainly under adrenergic stress, 
which predetermines CPVT. Rare cases of CPVT may 
also be sporadic 1,4,6,9.

Initial treatment of CPVT consists of behavioral 
measurements, such as restraining intense physical activities 
and situations which may generate great emotional distress, and 
pharmaceutical therapy with the use of beta-blockers in 
the maximum tolerated dose, since, when blocking beta 
receptors, there is inhibition of the sympathetic stimulation, 
with good response to treatment in two thirds of the 
cases 1,3-6,9,12. 

For one third of the refractory or intolerant patients 
to beta-blockers and that continue to present arrhythmic 
cardiac events, a beta-blocker by flecainide may be 
associated or substituted, which is an antiarrhythmic 
agent from class IC that, besides blocking sodium cardiac 
channels, directly inhibits RyR2 gene, diminishing even 
more the percentage of patients that maintain symptoms 
and arrhythmic events1-6. 

For refractory patients to the maximum pharmaceutical 
treatment, there are still other therapeutic choices, such as 
ICD implant, indicated for all as secondary prevention against 
sudden death and also for those with very symptomatic 
CPVT, despite the pharmacotherapy. There is also the 
option of left cardiac sympathetic denervation for patients 
who habitually present syncope or polymorphic ventricular 
tachycardia1,4,9,11. 

The patient in this study presented classical clinical 
case, with starting convulsive syncopes at nine years of age, 
in situations of physical or emotional distress. However, 
the diagnosis was difficult, since all the non invasive 
exams presented usual, being the diagnosis of CPVT 
confirmed only after an aborted sudden death episode, 
situation in which the implantable looper demonstrated 
polymorphic ventricular tachycardia and the patient was 
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then submitted to genetic profile study that showed typical 
alteration of the disease, the mutation in the RyR2 gene. 

The patient’s treatment was also tricky since due to 
intense symptomatology, the patient suffered bullying at 
school, worsening the emotional distress and, therefore, 
the convulsive syncopes. Also, he presented intolerance to 
first choice pharmaceutical therapy, the beta-blocker, for 
presenting symptomatic hypotension. Then, the following 
adversity was to obtain the flecainide, since the drug is 
not commercially available in Brazil, demanding judicial 
litigation for its liberation. 

However, after the use of flecainide, the patient showed 
a completely positive response to the treatment, remaining 

asymptomatic for 24 months, without the need for additional 
therapies. He still uses ICD as secondary prevention against 
sudden death but does not do any additional therapy since 
the introduction of flecainide.  
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